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Announcements
• If you would like to write for us, contribute photography, or have your 

aquarium featured, email us through the "Contact Us" tab on our 
website.

• Wish there were a reef magazine like AHM? There is! Reef Hobbyist 
Magazine is available for FREE in the best local fish stores around the 
country and online at www.reefhobbyistmagazine.com!

AHM Sponsored Events
(Our latest issues are available at domestic sponsored events)
• 6th Guangzhou International Aquarium Show 2021 (GIAS2021) 

May 14–16, Guangzhou, China – www.mingyiexpo.cn

 Digital & Hard-Copy Subscriptions
Scan this QR code to sign up for your free digital 
subscription. You will receive an alert every time a new 
issue is released and have access to download every 
issue as a PDF. You can also sign up for a hard-copy 
subscription for home delivery.

Want to Carry AHM in Your Store?
Attract more hobbyists to your store by offering Aquarium Hobbyist 
Magazine to your customers! We educate hobbyists on new products, 
husbandry techniques, and livestock. Plus, we never publish e-tailer ads! 
Contact one of our distributors below or email us through the “Contact 
Us” tab on our website to get stocked. Your customers will love it!
• All Seas Marine – www.allseaslax.com
• Aqua Lab Aquaria – www.aqualabaquaria.com
• Aquatropic – www.aquatropic.com
• DFW Aquarium Supply – www.dfwaquarium.com
• Pan Ocean Aquarium – www.panoceanaquarium.com
• Quality Marine – www.qualitymarine.com
• ReefH2O – www.reefh2o.com
• Segrest Farms – www.segrestfarms.com
• Ultum Nature Systems – www.ultumnaturesystems.com

Visit Us on the Web
www.aquariumhobbyistmagazine.com
• Read all back issues in the AHM archives for FREE
• Sign up for a hard-copy subscription or FREE digital subscription
• Download and save issues in PDF
• Find out about upcoming events in your area
•  www.facebook.com/aquariumhobbyistmagazine
•  www.instagram.com/aquariumhobbyistmagazine

AHM Staff
Managing Editor Jason Oneppo 
Executive Editor and Director of Advertising Harry T. Tung 
Consulting Editor Jim Adelberg 
Copy Editors Melinda Campbell, S. Houghton

Comments or suggestions? Contact us on our website!

©2021 Aquarium Hobbyist Magazine. All rights reserved.
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 THE PASSIONATE HAN-KENGAI 
By Lai Cam Linh (Jacky)

H an-kengai is a semi-cascading bonsai style. In nature, this 
growth style is usually found in terrain with unfavorable 
conditions for trees to grow, such as on the side of a cliff or 

along the steep bank of a river, stream, or lake. Han-kengai thrives 

by holding tightly to the ground or clinging to rocks with a trunk 
that grows upright for a short distance and then turns downward 
or sideways. It is very delicate yet shows the resilience and spirit of 
the plant to survive. This growth form is inspirational in its ability to 
overcome adverse conditions to thrive.

With this style of aquascaping, Mini Fissidens (Fissidens splach-
nobryoides) is my favorite moss to create the tree canopy, since it 
perfectly replicates juniper tree leaves. Also, its slow pace of growth 
makes it easier for scape maintenance.

This scape was inspired by a tree growing on the stream bank where 
all flora and fauna vividly live in harmony. The setup process can be 
viewed on LitiAquaria’s YouTube channel.

About the Author

Lai Cam Linh is an environmental engineer from Singapore who started 
aquascaping in 2016. To see more of his work, look up "LitiAquaria" 
on YouTube, Instagram, and Facebook or visit www.litiaquaria.com.



Hardscape before planting
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Golden White Cloud Mountain Minnows and Forktail Blue-eyes

Bladder Snail
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Aquarium
Tank: GUSH
Dimensions: 23.6″ × 11.8″ × 14.2″
Glass: low iron
Volume: ~17 gallons
Cabinet: custom

Aquascape
Style: Han-kengai Bonsai
Substrate: PRODIBIO AquaGrowth Soil
Stone: lava rock
Wood: bonsai driftwood

Equipment
Lighting: Twinstar LED 600E, Chihiros RGB Vivid II, 8-hour 
photoperiod (8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., 5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.)
Filter: EHEIM ecco pro 300
Filter Media: EHEIM SUBSTRATpro, Seachem Matrix
Filter Pipes: inflow and outflow glass lily pipes
Chiller: Hailea HS-28A, set at 78.8° F
CO2: 8 hours per day (7:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m., 4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.)

Maintenance
Fertilizer: Tropica Specialised Nutrition
Feeding: JBL NovoTab, JBL NovoGranoMix (XXS, XS, mini), frozen 
bloodworms

Water Parameters
pH: 6.4–6.8
Nitrite: 0 ppm

Ammonia: 0 ppm
Nitrate: 20–40 ppm

Plants
 ‒Fissidens splachnobryoides
 ‒Ludwigia sp. 'Super Red'
 ‒Rotala nanjenshan
 ‒Rotala macrandra 'Variegated'
 ‒Rotala wallichii
 ‒Myriophyllum sp. 'Guyana'
 ‒Anubias barteri var. nana 'Petite'
 ‒Micranthemum sp. 'Monte Carlo'
 ‒Glossostigma elatinoides
 ‒Eleocharis acicularis 'Mini'
 ‒Alternanthera reineckii 'Mini'
 ‒Alternanthera reineckii 'Variegated'
 ‒Syngonanthus sp. 'Belém'

Fish
 ‒Golden White Cloud Mountain Minnows (Tanichthys albonubes 
'Gold')
 ‒Forktail Blue-eye (Pseudomugil furcatus)

Invertebrates
 ‒Red Cherry Shrimp (Neocaridina davidi)
 ‒Horned Nerite Snail (Clithon corona)
 ‒Bladder Snail (Physella acuta) AH
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 5 Tips for Aquascaping a Shrimp Tank
By Louis Rapaic

F reshwater shrimp are some of the most interesting and enter-
taining invertebrates in the aquarium hobby. Regardless of 
one's experience level, shrimp offer something unique for 

aquarists with small- to medium-sized aquariums. I have a passion 
for planted aquariums and freshwater shrimp, and in this article, I 
will share five tips for aquascaping a shrimp tank.

1. Use Mosses
First and foremost, when setting up a shrimp tank, it is important 
to incorporate mosses. Mosses provide dense structures in which 
microorganisms, such as biofilm and infusoria, can grow. These 
microorganisms act as a continuous food source for shrimp.

Mosses, like Java Moss, are particularly useful for baby shrimp, which 
are often born within these plants in the aquarium. Mosses' dense 
structures provide an ideal living space for shrimp and make an 
excellent place for fish and shrimp to forage.

While Java Moss is cheap and readily available, it is also quite chal-
lenging to maintain due to its rapid and random growth patterns. 
Other moss varieties, including Peacock Moss, Christmas Moss, 
and Fissidens spp., can all be grown in similar, low-tech conditions 
while adopting a far more appealing frond structure.

2. Leave an Open Space
If you take a look at the works of the world's best aquascapers, you 
will notice that each display features multiple points of interest, which 
draw your eyes in and encourage you to look deep into and around 
the aquarium. When aquascaping a shrimp tank, I like to keep the 
shrimp as the main focal point.

Creating a small open and flat area at the front of the tank encour-
ages the shrimp to feed where they are most visible and allows you 

About the Author

Louis is a 19-year-old aquarist from Australia who has been in the 
hobby for 10 years. He regularly posts on Instagram, where you can 
find him under the name "AquaLabs."



Blue Bolt Shrimp

Crystal Black Shrimp The effective use of open space makes shrimp the focal point of your scape.
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This Wine Red Shrimp contrasts nicely against the dark substrate.

Crystal Black Shrimp on dark volcanic rock

Caridina shrimp, such as this Crystal Black, 
are sensitive to pH fluctuations.
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to monitor your colony's progress closely. This area can be left entirely 
unscaped, with just a substrate or a single carpeting plant species. 
Although additional hardscape in this area may enhance the look of 
your aquascape, it may also detract from the beauty of your shrimp. 
Each aquascaper will need to decide what the appropriate balance is.

3. Dark Substrate
This one is plain and simple. Dark substrate contrasts nicely against 
almost all colors of our favorite varieties of ornamental shrimp. So when 
viewing the tank in person or in pictures, your shrimp's color will be 
sure to pop! A personal favorite substrate of mine is ADA Amazonia, 
as it offers an appropriate buffering capacity for shrimp, in addition to 
nutrients for your plants.

4. Considerations for Hardscaping Materials
Depending on the shrimp species you choose, certain types of wood 
and rocks may be more or less desirable for your aquarium. For exam-
ple, Crystal Shrimp and Bee Shrimp (Caridina cantonensis) are sensitive 
to water hardness, as it determines how easily they can shed their exo-
skeleton. Seiryu Stone is known for raising water hardness and thus is 
not recommended for an aquarium with these shrimp. However, Cherry 
Shrimp (Neocaridina davidi) are far more tolerant of such conditions 
and should not have any trouble.

In my shrimp tanks, I like to use dark volcanic rock. Its structure makes 
the attachment of mosses and ferns easy, and just like a dark substrate, 
the rock helps shrimp colors pop. Volcanic rock is entirely inert and has 
a very porous surface area that acts as an excellent breeding ground 
for beneficial bacteria and microorganisms. Many hobbyists use small 
pieces of volcanic rock as their preferred medium for biological filtration.

Some hobbyists like to add driftwood. The tannins released from drift-
wood can be beneficial in lowering pH, but this effect is short lived, as 
water changes will remove the tannins.

5. Using CO2
As a general rule for beginners, CO2 is harmless in a tank with 
Neocaridina davidi. When keeping more sensitive species such as 
Caridina cantonensis, you must take extreme care. Typically, those 
attempting to breed Caridina cantonensis in an aquarium with CO2 will 
run it 24/7 to prevent fluctuations in pH levels. Nevertheless, it is quite 
likely CO2 will cause decreased survival rates in baby shrimp. Once 
again, you must consider this when deciding how advanced you want 
your aquascape to be.

Without CO2, you can still create a beautiful aquarium, but it will limit 
the plants you can grow to varieties such as Bucephalandra species, 
mosses, ferns, and Anubias species. Deep-red Rotala species and lush, 
green carpeting plants can be incredibly challenging to maintain with-
out CO2.

Conclusion
I hope you find these tips useful; these were the five things I struggled 
with when first trying to achieve a balance between my aquascapes 
and shrimp. However, having the ability to experiment and get closer 
to what I desired, I was eventually able to find that balance. Good luck 
with finding yours! AH
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 HONING YOUR SKILLS  
 THROUGH NATURE DRYSCAPING 
By Jonathan Podzyhun

I n the words of the late Takashi Amano, "To know Mother Nature 
is to love her smallest creations." It was a short while after I read 
these words for the first time that I tried to understand what Mr. 

Amano was trying to tell us. My interpretation is that if we look hard 
and close enough, we will begin to notice the finite details often 
hidden in the unlikeliest of places by nature. As a result, desolate 
places often void of life, such as parking lots and rail yards, began 
to serve as the backdrop of inspiration for what I would need to 
push the boundaries of my aquascaping strengths and to test my 

About the Author

Jonathan is a commuter-train operator from Toronto, Canada, who 
started in the hobby at age 16. After 17 years, he is still honing his skills, 
pushing the boundaries of what is possible with aquascapes. To see 
more of his work, look up "Greatascape" on Instagram and YouTube.



Puddle scape

Terrestrial moss dryscape 

Bamboo forest dryscape
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weaknesses: to try and create something from what most of us 
would perceive as nothing.

As aquascapers, we dedicate a considerable amount of time to 
learning and understanding all the different components of aquas-
caping and how each one of them plays an integral part in bringing 
the entire creation to life. Similar to an orchestra, if one component 
is incorrect or slightly off, the audience notices it, and the mes-
sage is lost.

But with all the effort and attention to detail we put into the plan-
ning phase of an aquascape, we don't get to spend enough time 
practicing building the actual layouts. Many of us own just a few 
aquariums, so we only get to create a few different aquascapes each 
year, if we are lucky.

Because of this, I packed up the trunk of my car with various hard-
scape materials and a small aquarium. I waited for an opportunity 
where I could set out and put my new ideas to the test. The day 
after an extensive rainstorm, I came across a lonely puddle in the 
corner of an empty parking lot. Promptly, I got to work. Some large 
Seiryu Stones would serve as mountainous peaks in the distance 
and large chunks of asphalt as the remnants left behind by glaciers 
on a sandy beach. Just like that, I had created what appeared to me 
as newly formed land waiting to be stumbled upon by an ancient 
civilization. I was finally beginning to understand the words spoken 
by Mr. Amano.

If you take the time to look, you'll start to recognize the striking sim-
ilarities many terrestrial plants share with aquatic plants. Common 
lawn weeds share the same characteristics as some Cryptocoryne 
and Bucephalandra species. Or you may notice how certain species 
of grass look an awful lot like Lilaeopsis brasiliensis and Juncus 
repens. One of my favorite and least expensive options when for-
aging for dryscape materials can be as simple as looking at my 
surroundings. In some instances, even in the cracks of my driveway, 
I may come across terrestrial mosses. With a little improvisation, 
we can take advantage of what nature has to offer to help bring our 
dryscapes to life.

On the second day of my dryscaping excursion, I found myself in 
the back lot of a rail yard. Dry dirt, ballast rocks, and remnants of 
dead plants were blowing in the wind. Out of the corner of my eye, 
in the distance, something caught my attention: lush, green reed 
grass emerging through the cracked pavement. Nature will always 
find a way, I thought to myself. It became apparent fairly quickly that 
the long, hollow grass stalks appeared very similar to bamboo. With 
these plants, I would attempt to recreate a bamboo forest.

Adam Paszczela, a professional aquascaper from Poland, once told 
me that we must do what we do often in order to become great at it. 
It is through experience that we truly become masters of our craft. 
I hold these words very close to my heart because we can live and 
learn to become better each and every day through other expe-
riences. Takayuki Fukada, a professional aquascaper from Tokyo, 
also referenced how important it is to use a singular focal point and 
shadows to help lead viewers where they need to be in the simplest 
way possible. This technique was taken into consideration during 
the creation of the bamboo forest dryscape.

http://aquariumhobbyistmagazine.com/


510 scape challenge

Island-style dryscape utilizing the triangular layout composition

Fern and mushroom dryscape
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On the third and final day of the excursion, I happened upon a 
bush. But the interesting thing about this bush in particular was 
that beneath the dense dead brush, new life had begun to emerge 
from the ashes reborn, a new beginning. I would use this as the 
inspiration for an island-style dryscape, and it made good practice 
utilizing the triangular-layout composition.

Earlier on in the year, Aldrin Taroy, a friend and fellow aquascaper 
from Canada and a contributor to AHM, had invited me to partici-
pate in what is known as the “510 scape challenge.” This was a very 
exciting but challenging exercise that involved creating five differ-
ent styles of aquascapes, each with a time limit of 10 minutes. Not 
only does this push you outside of your comfort zone, but it requires 
critical decision-making, executing a plan, and committing to it. For 
those of you who would like to pursue careers in aquascaping, these 
types of exercises will groom you into a well-oiled machine. They 
will make you better at working effectively and confidently under 
time constraints, as you won’t have the opportunity to revisit the 
aquascape on a day-to-day basis.

Over those 3 days, I learned a great deal about myself as an aquas-
caper and a person. I was able to practice various techniques and 
compositions and not have to worry about mistakes. I could feel that 
I was becoming more confident and evolving with each scape. Today, 
I still drive around with a small aquarium and dryscape materials 
in my trunk, looking for my next opportunity. With no more than an 
hour invested each day, or even as little as 10 minutes, everything 
you need to get started is all around you. Start honing your skills 
through nature dryscaping. All you need to do is just look. AH





Cuitzeo lake rock zone riverside, Ejido las Trojes, Mexico, 283 L ■ Ramiro Linares

Intermediate rocky habitat, Lake Tanganyika, Zambia, 216 L ■ Uğur Ruşen Doğan
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 World-Class Biotopes: 

 The 2020 
 Biotope Aquarium Design Contest

By Oleg Labutov

I n August 2020, entries for the 10th Biotope Aquarium Design 
Contest were accepted. On November 1st, the results of the 
contest were published online. By taking part in this unique 

contest, the participants contributed to promoting biotope aquaria. 
After participants researched the biotope of their choice, they set 
out to replicate it and show the natural underwater world's beauty 
and the organisms that inhabit it.

What is a biotope aquarium? It is a man-made ecosystem in a 
home or exhibition aquarium, created based on knowledge from 
the research of a natural biotope. Elements of the environment and 
living organisms should be selected correctly and grouped from the 
point of view of design, viability, and belonging to a biotope.

This year, we received 110 entries from 32 countries. 

From year to year, the number of aquarists and countries participat-
ing in the competition grows. In the past 9 years, 655 applications 
from 54 countries were accepted. Throughout this time, the rules 
and evaluation criteria have been continuously updated. Hence, par-
ticipation in the contest turns into interesting research not only for 
the participants but also for the audience. To bring exposure to 
the contest, a magazine with the world's best biotope aquaria is 
published each year.

We believe that the contest has significantly influenced the popular-
ization of biotope aquaria worldwide, which is important in raising 
awareness of the problems that threaten the natural habitats of 
aquatic organisms, many of which are endangered. 

We invite you to join and help us make biotope aquaria even more 
popular. Perhaps you will become the first representative of your 
country in our contest! We hope you enjoy these award-winning 
examples of biotope aquaria, and we invite you to visit our web-
site (biotope-aquarium.info) to see all of the entries from this year's 
contest.

About the Author

Oleg lives in Peterhof, Saint Petersburg, Russia, and has been in the 
hobby since 1999. He has studied biotopes since he was a child, when 
he would catch newts and aquatic insects.

http://biotope-aquarium.info/


Small creeks system in Hau Giang, Vietnam, 324 L ■ Luong Quoc Hung 

Shallow vegetated shoreline, Lake Tanganyika, Kipili, Tanzania, 536 L ■ Fatih Özdemir
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 SUNRISE AT STONE CROSSING, DRY SEASON, WENLOCK RIVER, AUSTRALIA

Aquascaper: Stavros Tsipas
Location: Greece
Award: 1st Place

Aquarium
Volume: ~58 gallons
Dimensions: 43.3″ × 23.6″ × 14.9″

Aquascape
Materials: Mud and sand were collected from the local river bottom. 
Pebbles and rocks were found at the riverbanks. Different types of 
wood, like Malaysian driftwood, Redmoor Wood, and roots from local 
trees and plants, were combined for the aquascape. Also, leaves from 
more than 10 varieties of trees and plants (mostly from Eucalyptus 
spp.) were used.

Equipment
Filtration: EHEIM 2213
Heater: 200-watt Jager
Lighting: 50 watts, warm white LED floodlight, (2) cool white 
LED tube

Water Parameters
pH: 6.8–7.2
Conductivity: 60–70 ppm
Temperature: 82.4–84.2° F

Maintenance
Water Changes: 30 percent weekly

Fish
Spotted Blue-eye (Pseudomugil gertrudae), Threadfin Rainbowfish 
(Iriatherina werneri)

The Biotope in Nature
Exact Location: -12.394668, 142.180709

Area Surrounding the Biotope: The ~186-mile-long Wenlock River 
system is of significant ecological and cultural importance with high 
scenic values and holds evidence of evolutionary connections with 
New Guinea. The river has some of the highest freshwater fish diver-
sity of any river system in Australia and provides crucial habitats for 
species of major conservation significance and threatened species. 
The riparian rainforest along the Wenlock connects the rainforests 
of eastern Cape York with those (and mangrove communities) of 
western Cape York. This important corridor, along with the linked 
spring complexes, provides crucial habitats for major conservation 
species, including species that also occur in New Guinea. The river 
contains the highest diversity of freshwater fish of all Australian 
rivers, many of which are shared with southern New Guinea rivers. 
The river has many lagoons on the floodplains and well-developed 
terraces on the bank.

The riverbanks' vegetation is usually dominated by a fringe of paper-
bark trees (Melaleuca sp.), which grow out over the river, shading any 
areas suitable for aquatic plant growth. Gallery forests extend up the 
terraces to the flood plain level and are usually present on the banks 
in small intermittent tributaries and inlets. The dense, shady gallery 
forests on riverbanks probably force the paperbark trees to grow out 
over the water, whereas on lagoons, there are no gallery forests, so 



Scan this QR 
code to learn 
more about this
amazing biotope.

Scan this QR 
code to see a 
video of this
amazing biotope.
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trees tend to be more erect. In the most upstream location, bottle-
brush (Callistemon sp.) trees grow in the riverbed in rocky sections, 
and the gallery forest is patchy, sometimes giving way to woodlands.

Underwater Landscape of the Biotope: The river itself has a gravel 
bottom in all sites and is generally shallow (less than 6.5 feet deep). 
Mud and leaf litter substrate cover most of the river bottom. During 
the dry season, the small water holes present are filled with leaf litter, 
snags and branches, and fish that the river stream brought there.

Parameters: All parameters were measured at 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 
p.m. during the dry season: pH 6.68 to 7.26, conductivity 66 to 68 
ppm, oxygen 6.3 to 6.68 mg/l, temperature 82.4 to 85.28° F.

Native Fish and Invertebrates: Threadfin Rainbowfish (Iriatherina 
werneri), Spotted Blue-eye (Pseudomugil gertrudae), Saltpan Sole 
(Brachirus salinarum), Rendahl's Catfish (Porochilus rendahli), Bengal 
Eel (Ophisternon bengalense), Fly River Garfish (Zenarchopterus 
novaeguineae), Jardini Arowana (Scleropages jardinii), Sooty 
Grunter (Hephaestus fuliginosus), Fly-specked Hardyhead 
(Craterocephalus stercusmuscarum), Australian Redclaw Crayfish 
(Cherax quadricarinatus), Giant Freshwater Prawn (Macrobrachium 
rosenbergii)

http://aquariumhobbyistmagazine.com/
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 THE BANK OF THE SOLINKA RIVER, NEAR CISNA TOWN, BIESZCZADY MOUNTAINS, POLAND 

Aquascaper: Bartłomiej Paśnik
Location: Poland
Award: 2nd Place

Aquarium
Volume: ~59 gallons
Dimensions: 59.1” × 19.7” × 11.8”

Aquascape
Materials: stones, gravel, sand, roots

Equipment
Filtration: Aquael UNIMAX 700 canister, water circulator (1,320 
gallons per hour)
Lighting: 150 watts
Air Pump: Aquael OXYPRO 150

Water Parameters
Temperature: 62.6–68° F
pH: 7.5

Maintenance
Water Changes: 30 percent weekly

In cold water aquariums, additional aeration of water is more import-
ant than low temperature. In cold water, there is more oxygen; if we 
cannot lower the temperature, we must provide more oxygen.

Fish and Invertebrates
Gudgeon (Gobio gobio), European Crayfish (Astacus astacus)

The Biotope in Nature
Area Surrounding the Biotope: The river in Western Bieszczady, 
the largest tributary of the San River after Osława, is 29.8 miles long 

and is the third largest in the Bieszczady Mountains in this respect. 
Its sources are located on the southern slopes of Rosocha in the 
Hyrlata massif, at an altitude of approximately 3,281 feet above sea 
level. It flows into Lake Solińskie in the village of Bukowiec. At the 
beginning, it flows around the massif of Hyrlata from the west, flow-
ing through the town of Solinka. Then it flows eastward through 
Żubracze and Majdan, separating Wysoki Dział from the border zone. 
Further, behind Cisna, which is the largest town lying on the river, its 
valley is the border between the Łopiennik and Durna ranges and 
the Jasło ridge belonging to the border range. In the area of Dołżyca, 
it turns to the north and flows between the massifs of Łopiennik and 
Falowa. Behind the village of Buk, the largest tributary in Wetlina, 
it flows on the right. Then, through Polanki, Terka, and Bukowiec, it 
reaches Lake Solińskie. Its waters form the western part of the res-
ervoir, which in the vicinity of Polańczyk joins the San River flowing 
in the eastern branch.

Underwater Landscape of the Biotope: The river has a rocky 
bottom. In the biotope I studied, the river is shallow (max. 3.28’) and 
has clear water. Many fish inhabit it. The shores are covered with 
vegetation and tree roots.

Parameters: The water is transparent, pH 7.57, and the tempera-
ture in the summer is 57.2 to 62.6° F.

Native Fish and Invertebrates: River Trout (Salmo trutta fario), 
Grayling (Thymallus thymallus), Gudgeon (Gobio gobio), European 
Perch (Perca fluviatilis), Chub (Squalius cephalus), Eurasian Minnow 
(Phoxinus phoxinus), Common Barbel (Barbus barbus), Stone Loach 
(Barbatula barbatula), European Crayfish (Astacus astacus)

Native Plants: Fontinalis antipyretica
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 FUWEN RIVER, A TRIBUTARY OF THE EMEI RIVER, CHUANZHU VILLAGE, CHENGDU, CHINA 

Aquascaper: Erwa Yang
Location: China
Award: 3rd Place

Aquarium
Volume: ~46 gallons
Dimensions: 35.4″ × 25.5″ × 11.8″

Aquascape
Materials: To better replicate the underwater environment of the 
habitat I described, the rocks and sand I used are all collected from 
the streams in this basin. As a practitioner in the service industry, 
I can only take a break on Monday. I have a group of friends who 
also take a break on that day. We get together and explore the wild 
river every Monday. When I saw this river for the first time, I was 
instantly attracted by the scene's beauty in front of me. I snorkeled 
in the water and watched the underwater scene. The sun hits the 
water, the ripples in the water, and the fish swimming in the water, 
forming a beautiful picture.

Equipment
Filtration: EHEIM professional 3 canister
Circulation: EHEIM streamON+ wave pump (1,057 gallons per hour)
Lighting: (2) Kessil 360X Tuna Sun, 90 watts (6,000 K–9,000 K)

I chose to use a filter and a large-flow wave pump to mimic the river's 
turbulent flow in the habitat. Under their action, the water flow veloc-
ity is very turbulent. Under the light's illumination, the ripples on the 

water surface splashed down the tank's bottom, which is fantastic. 
Sometimes, I think the fish in my tank live in that stream.

Water Parameters
pH: 7.6
General Hardness: 4°
Temperature: My fish tank is at home, and I do not use a heater. 
The water's temperature is approximately 77° F.

Fish
Rhinogobius szechuanensis, Triplophysa bleekeri, Belligobio pengx-
ianensis, Opsariichthys evolans

Biotope in Nature
Area Surrounding the Biotope: Mount Emei is located on the south-
western edge of Sichuan Basin in China, between 29°16′ and 29°43′ 
north latitude and 103°10′ and 103°37′ east longitude. It stretches for 
14 miles and covers an area of about 95 square miles.

Mount Emei's annual average rainfall is 75 inches, and the annual 
average relative humidity is 85 percent. The hydrological location 
of Mount Emei belongs to the Dadu River and Qingyi River water 
system, and there are five natural rivers in the territory, namely Emei 
River, Linjiang River, Longchi River, Shihe River, and Huaxi River.

The habitat I described is the Fuwen River, a tributary of the Emei 
River, in Chuanzhu village. Chuanzhu village is located in the north-
west of Emeishan City, adjacent to Emei Mountain, known as the 



Scan this QR 
code to learn 
more about this
amazing biotope.

Scan this QR 
code to see a 
video of this
amazing biotope.
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world's natural and cultural heritage, with an altitude of 400–1400 
meters. The forest coverage rate is as high as 91.1 percent, the inter-
nal ecological environment is good, and the vegetation coverage 
rate is high.

Underwater Landscape of the Biotope: The water flow in the hab-
itat is turbulent, and the water depth is less than 3 feet. The water 
is clear and rich in oxygen. The bottom of the river is covered with 
huge pebbles and fragments of river rocks. The riverbed substrate 
is sandy, covered with dust and organic debris. The stones are cov-
ered with algae under the sunlight, which provides an additional 
food source for fish.

The rich oxygen content here makes fish like them very much. The 
small insects hidden in the algae become their main food source. 
According to the surrounding fishermen, if you are lucky, you can see 
the Chinese giant salamander, a famous protected animal in China.

Parameters: The Emei River Basin has a subtropical, humid mon-
soon climate, warm in winter and cool in summer. There are four 
distinct seasons, abundant rainfall (annual rainfall of about 59 inches), 

and an average yearly temperature of 64° F. The frost-free period 
lasts for more than 290 days, with little sunshine. The water param-
eters are pH 7.6 and general hardness 4°.

Native Fish and Invertebrates: Rhinogobius szechuanensis, 
Trilophysa bleekeri, Belligobio pengxianensis, Opsariichthys evolans

Threats to the Ecology: There is a village around this stream. Some 
villagers wash clothes in the stream, and some children will play in 
the stream with their parents and catch fish during holidays. Some 
nearby villagers use nets to catch fish. I felt very uncomfortable 
seeing the damage to this river, but I couldn't stop it. I only hope 
that this beautiful stream can continue to exist. All I want to do is to 
record this beautiful moment. I hope everyone can take care of the 
environment and this beautiful stream. AH
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 “Be patient, 
something that, 
in general, is 
necessary for any 
type of aquarium.” Vivarium 2018 first prize (live scaping)
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Scaper Spotlight: Balbi Vaquero
Aquascaping Rebel Queen

By Jason Oneppo

H ello, my name is Balbi Vaquero. I am 41 years old and from 
Barcelona, Spain. I worked in aquarium shops from the age 
of 16 to 37 and have spent all my life around fish. After that, 

I was a product manager and aquascaper for three different compa-
nies, and now I'm working at Aquaflora doing marketing and sales 
and as an aquascaper, my dream job!

Q: How did you get started in aquascaping?
A: In 2008, I started working in an aquarium shop that had a lot of 
specific literature. That's when I discovered Takashi Amano and his 
beautiful aquariums. From that point on, I couldn't get aquascaping 
out of my head. I had set up aquariums with plants before but never 
with that level of detail. I began experimenting with plants and hard-
scapes, and aquascaping became an obsession for me; I just could 
not stop thinking about learning more.

Q: What's your favorite aquascaping style, and why?
A: My favorite style is Nature Aquarium because it brings me the 
most peace. It allows me to disconnect from my surroundings com-
pletely, and I really enjoy looking at an aquarium of this style, where 
plants and hardscape have equal importance. For me, this is a per-
fect balance, although I do enjoy many other styles. After Nature 
Aquarium, without a doubt, my next favorite style is the most tradi-
tional and simple of all: Iwagumi. But for sure, I enjoy all the other 
styles as well, and I put much value in what they have added to the 
world of aquascaping over the years. I love to see how everything 
changes year after year.

Q: What advice would you give to new aquascapers?
A: Be patient and enjoy the creative process to the fullest, take all the 
time to create the hardscape, and make all the necessary changes 
until you are satisfied. This approach also helps us visualize the 
plants. I do not recommend acquiring the plants for a display until 
you have the hardscape laid out. The process is much more enjoy-
able without feeling the pressure to fill the aquarium with water. If 
you make your plant selection after the hardscape is complete, it 
reduces your chances of making mistakes.

My last piece of advice is to be patient, something that, in general, 
is necessary for any type of aquarium. But in aquascaping, in addi-
tion to waiting for all the water parameters to stabilize, we must wait 
for the plants to grow and integrate naturally with each other. That 
only happens with time, and there is nothing we can do but wait and 
enjoy the process of growth and evolution of our aquarium.

Q: Tell us something about the technical aspect of your 
aquascapes. What equipment and fertilization do you use?
A: Throughout my years maintaining aquariums, I have changed my 
fertilizer protocols many times. I have spent a lot of time and effort 
with many different brands, and I continue to try various products. 
I can't choose just one.

At a technical level, without a doubt, my recommendation is always 
to use plant-specific substrates and CO2 in any planted aquarium. 
The plants are always in better condition when a suitable substrate 
and CO2 are used, and with regard to light, what can I say? It is the 
basis of life. Therefore, its importance is indisputable. These are 
the three main pillars. Then the fertilizers are added. Last, but not 
least, weekly water changes are critical. Depending on the aquar-
ium, I recommend changing between 30 to 50 percent of the water.

Q: Where do you get the inspiration for your work?
A: Generally, my inspiration comes from seeing aquascaping 
materials. It should be noted that practically all the aquariums I 
have aquascaped in the last 5 years have been at fairs, live shows, 

About the Author

Jason lives in Warwick, RI, is a co-founder of AHM, and has been in 
the aquarium industry for over 30 years. He has worked in retail stores, 
livestock wholesalers, and manufacturing.



Live aquascaping winners at the Aquatic Experience 2019 Scape tour 2017

Vivarium 2018 VIP battle team

NUSATIC Indonesia ornamental fish and aquatic plant show 2018

CIPS (China International Pet Show) 2019

Aquagirls booth at the Aquatic Experience 2019
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workshops, etc. Therefore, it is always better for me not to have a 
predetermined idea for the layout. Over the years, I have learned 
that it is less stressful for me to improvise once I have seen the hard-
scape materials I have than it is to adapt those materials to my idea. 
And I really enjoy doing it like that, trying to get the most out of the 
materials. I enjoy the entire process.

Q: How about one last piece of wisdom that encompasses your 
aquascaping philosophy?
A: The last thing I would like to add is that it may sound very poetic, 
but actually, everything in life for me is about people. Although it 
seems unreal in aquascaping, we are a significant and great world 
community. In one way or another, we are all connected. In my case, 
I have had the opportunity to travel the world thanks to my profes-
sion being in this wonderful hobby. And the one thing that I always 
bring home with me is the affection of people, people wholly dedi-
cated and who share the same passion. Therefore, my last thought 
is to spend as much time as possible with people who share the 
same passion. Undoubtedly, as soon as this nightmare is over, at 
last, that will be the first thing I do, meet my people again and talk 
about aquariums! Now you will understand why my favorite slogan, 
without a doubt, is this: "Aquascaping makes my world go round!"

To see more of Balbi’s work, look for her on social media: 
Facebook (balbina.vaquerosantos), Instagram (balbibcn), and 
YouTube (Balbi Vaquero). AH
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 SKY RIVERS: HOW SEASONAL   
 CHANGES TRIGGER BREEDING  
 IN MANY OF THE FISH WE KEEP 
By Peter Rockstroh

A s I'm looking out the window, the rain is pouring down. 
Bogotá is a city where it rains about 9 months a year "but 
feels like thirteen," the weatherman would say. A lot of expats 

complain about this. I don't. Whenever it rains, I remember my first 

visit to Chingaza National Park on the city's outskirts. I was standing 
on a windswept mountain, 4,000 meters (12,000 ft) above sea level, 
and it was beginning to drizzle when Gonzalo, my friend and guide, 
turned around and asked, “Can you taste the Orinoco?”

I was still trying to understand the question when he pointed toward 
the car. We walked uphill for 5 minutes, sat down, and just as I 
closed the door, it started to rain heavily. "This water comes from 
the Orinoco," he continued. "The winds carry the clouds toward the 
Andes, and they precipitate here. Once the bogs are saturated and 
the moss walls are seeping water, the rivers will be loaded, rushing 
down toward the Orinoco lowlands."

About the Author

Peter is a biologist who lives in Bogotá, Columbia, and has been 
keeping fish for over 40 years. His first fish was Convict Cichlids from 
Lake Ilopango, which he caught learning to use a cast net.



At the peak of the rainy season, September 
through October, some rivers can rise to 30 feet.
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"The Muiscas called them sky rivers," Gonzalo told me. "They could 
see the clouds rising and drifting toward the Andes and then see 
the water going back, filling the riverbeds over the next weeks." It is 
a great term, sky rivers. It embraces the whole concept that explains 
so clearly the relation between these distant areas.

Colombia's roughly diamond-shaped topographic map has a narrow, 
dark-brown shape running parallel to the western coastline. It looks 
like a lateral view of a chicken foot. The three upward-pointing toes 
are the Andes, which, in Colombia, split into three mountain ranges: 
the eastern, central, and western Cordillera. The valley between 
the central and east highlands is the Magdalena River's drainage, 
which runs south to north into the Caribbean Sea. The river running 
between the west and central highlands is the Cauca, also draining 
into the Caribbean Sea after joining the Magdalena midway.

The 9,000-foot crest of the Andes western range is only 60–120 miles 
from the Pacific Ocean. This makes for reasonably steep slopes for 
the hundreds of rivers draining into the Pacific. The short distance 
from the ocean to the cold highlands brings constant precipitation 
to the area. This piedmont is the country's rainiest zone and one of 
the world's biodiversity hotspots: the Chocó.

The rivers run for 350–500 miles through flooded grasslands, inter-
spersed with patches of lowland forest and palm hummocks from 
the eastern Cordillera. These lowlands, known as the east Llanos, 
stretch for 156,000 square miles until reaching the Orinoco to the 
east and the Amazon to the south.

The dynamics created by this topography and seasonal changes 
are the basis for understanding what triggers breeding in many of 
the fish we keep.

Despite the effects of climate change, which has shifted the annual 
weather cycle back and forth, fish are still breeding. The once reg-
ular and predictable cycles are not following our calendar anymore, 
yet the same factors always trigger breeding. Fish don't have a cal-
endar. They respond to certain stimuli that signal when the time is 
right. These stimuli are caused by a change in seasons between the 
hot, dry, low-water months and the cooler, wet, high-water months.

Dietary changes condition many species for breeding. Seasonal 
changes in diet typically have to do with higher and lower food 
intake. Most fish species in Colombia begin egg production during 
the low-water season, using energy from the fat stored from consum-
ing nutrient-rich foods during the high-water season (Goulding 1980).

Most trees' fruiting period is very long, extending into the rainy 
season, where the high water aids in their dispersion. Large vege-
tarian fish, such as Cachamas (Colossoma sp.), Mylossoma species, 
Red Hook (Myleus rubripinnis), and adult Brycon species, fatten up 
on a diet of nearly 90 percent seeds and fruits (Goulding, 1980). This 
is their typical high-water diet. They often switch to leaves during the 
hotter, dry months, which have more fiber but little nutritional value.

Fruiting trees produce the highest amount of fruit during the dry sea-
son's peak (Ramirez 2009), dropping ripe fruit into the slow-moving 
creeks, small channels, cut-off lagoons, and ponds, creating ideal 
conditions for hatchlings. The material accumulates due to a lack of 
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This lagoon in the eastern Llanos is the typical habitat of Ram Cichlids. 

Clouds hanging low over the páramo. These highland bogs are 
crucial for the rain cycle in Colombia. They are also the water 
reservoir for most of Colombia's large cities, including Bogotá.

Moss-covered rocks

Leporacanthicus triactis is a species of armored catfish found in the region.
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currents to carry it away, and the organic load increases as the water 
volume decreases. There is a fantastic menu for juvenile cichlids, 
characins, and other families, with fry of all ages in these bodies of 
water. During this time, the ponds' edges come alive because dwarf 
cichlids, such as Rams (Mikrogeophagus ramirezi), start breeding 
when the water levels drop and the water temperatures rise.

When water levels start dropping in the hot, dry season, driftwood 
that sits at the bottom of the river (that is covered in mulch in the 
high waters) is exposed to increased light levels, and algae start 
growing on the wood. The resulting algae growth is a gourmet smor-
gasbord of Aufwuchs, a German expression meaning green gunk 
and its denizens. This biodiverse film spreads like crazy and attracts 
wood- and algae-grazing genera of armored catfish (Loricariids) 
that are typically low-water breeders. This is valid for Farlowella, 
Rineloricaria, Lamontichthys, and Loricaria species. They feed on 
Aufwuchs and breed a couple of months into the dry season, and 
the juveniles start showing up a month later. Other members that 
follow this pattern are Ancistrus, Chaetostoma, Lasiancistrus, and 
Hemiancistrus species.

Most other fish get conditioned during the dry season and start 
breeding at the rains' onset when huge clouds build up over the 
floodplains and collide with the cool air over the highlands and pre-
cipitate, drenching the high plateau.

Typically, in April, heavy rains drench the central highlands, and by 
May, the rivers are running high. The extremely acidic blackwater 
creeks, drowned under 15 to 30 feet of water, will display a change 
in water chemistry over the next 4 months. The pH values will slowly 
climb above 5, and temperatures will drop from over 86° F to a low 
of 70° F.

So, what exactly are the significant changes when the rains start?

The first heavy rains begin in March over the páramos (regions 
above the continuous forest line yet below the eastern mountain 
range's permanent snowline). There is thick vegetation cover made 
up of many mosses—particularly Sphagnum species—a formidable 
sponge capable of taking up a lot of water. A month later, the down-
pours begin over the piedmont, about 3,000 feet lower, and after 



When the forest is flooded, birds like the Hoatzin (Opisthocomus hoazin), 
locally called "stinky turkey," can be seen at eye level, foraging in the trees.
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another 2 weeks, by the end of April, the soil is so saturated with 
water that the excess begins to flow downhill.

The water coming from the top is moss-filtered rainwater. It is very 
soft and slightly acidic (pH 6). As it flows through the subtropical 
forests along the slopes, it carries soil and organics. Once the water 
reaches the plains, it will gradually acquire the chemistry of its path. 
The currents that run over the ancient riverbeds of Precambrian bed-
rock in southeastern Colombia will turn more acidic. The streams 
that join the white-water rivers flowing toward the Orinoco pick up 
the typical TDS (total dissolved solids), hardness, and pH of that 
region (pH 7.5, TDS 45 ppm). These slow changes in pH and hard-
ness can be simulated at home using RO (reverse osmosis) water 
and gradually adding peat and Catappa leaves to the aquarium, with 
a few shells or pieces of marble as a buffer.

The rainy season's significant changes are not pH and hardness; 
they are water temperature, flow, volume, and dissolved oxygen. Any 
attempt to simulate a seasonal change should include increasing 
the aquarium's depth with cooler water and increasing flow and fil-
tration. The over-filtration concept, discussed in a previous issue of 
AHM (Alexander 2017), is an excellent way of simulating rainy-season 
water conditions. To accomplish this, choose a filter that is one size 
up from what is recommended for the aquarium's size.

When water temperatures drop and water levels rise, it triggers the 
breeding cycle for many fish species. Whether they have been feed-
ing heavily on insects and small fish concentrated in the slow-moving 
water of ponds and creeks or gorging on fallen fruit, the change of 
water conditions, coupled with a different diet and probably other 
less-obvious cues, induce reproductive behavior in many species.

When looking at the data of ornamental fish collected, one can see 
that the fresh cooling waters at the onset of the rains trigger a breed-
ing season across the board, based on when juvenile fish, such as 
cory cats, appear in the collecting areas.

Some Corydoras species, for example, fatten up along the shallow 
waters of the flooded grasslands. The males chase the round-bodied 
females, which seem to try to escape groups of annoyingly insis-
tent males. But the females know not to swim too fast, just enough 
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Brochis splendens is a species of cory catfish that responds very well 
to changes in temperature and depth to trigger spawning behavior.

Amazon Leaffish usually hang out between riparian vegetation. When the water 
level drops very low, they will camouflage amongst the leaf litter at the bottom.

When female Cardinal Tetras look like this and the males start darting around them,
it is time to dim the light and place spawning mops and bunches of moss in the tank.
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to know who is the top gun of the school following her. 
Corydoras release pheromones during the breeding season 
that can trigger the breeding behavior of more than one spe-
cies. Some breeders have used their pheromones to stimulate 
groups of less-responsive species by slowly dripping water 
from a tank with an active breeding group into another spe-
cies' tank.

One can see Amazon Leaffish hanging close to the riparian 
vegetation, waiting for unsuspecting groups of small tetras, 
as many tetras gather in large schools shortly before dawn 
to start spawning at daybreak. They often choose fallen 
branches or floating vegetation in clear waters along small 
lagoons' edges to spawn. For example, courtship ends when 
a female lays eggs on the underside of vegetation and a 
male does his fertilization-wiggle flyby. In some species, one 
dance is all it takes; in others, the male will watch the eggs 
for a day or two.

If you are trying to coax tetras to lay eggs, and you have 
conditioned them with live food, change the water in the 
afternoon, place your spawning mops or floating plants in 
the tank before dawn, and hopefully, the new water condi-
tions and new surroundings will have the desired outcome.

The other significant change the rains bring is different geog-
raphy. Fish move with changing waters to areas that have the 
environment they need to complete their reproductive cycle. 
Some fish have a marked preference for vertical structures 
to lay their eggs, such as discus and angels. The change in 
water conditions to trigger breeding should also include a 
few critical physical features—for instance, with angelfish, 
items such as plastic leaves or a piece of slate.

In April, there are large schools of Altum Angels (Pterophyllum 
altum) suspended among submerged branches. Between 
June and August, large groups of juveniles surround the 
adults. Local fishermen call them "uñas" (fingernails) because 
of their shape and size. To protect them from over-collecting, 
they have a no-take season from January 1 to June 30 (AUNAP, 
Resolución 001609 of August 19, 2017).

I spent a lot of time stabilizing pH and hardness at specific 
target values in an effort to keep and breed particular fish. 
Many species can only be kept when these parameters are 
tightly controlled. Some species started courtship but never 
laid eggs. In other species, I couldn't get the eggs to hatch 
or raise the fry.

Having the chance to see how different species react to 
changes in diet and water (volume, temperature, and flow) 
has been very rewarding and entertaining. I was able to 
get a better response from more species by changing diet, 
water volume, temperature, and flow than by only maintain-
ing stable water parameters. You might not get it right the 
first time or the second, but you can always repeat a change 
of seasons in every tank a few times a year until you find the 
right conditions. It is like recreating the movie Groundhog 
Day for your fish.



Semaprochilodus laticeps is a migratory 
species that forms spawning aggregations.

Chalceus erythrurus
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 Betta channoides: The Snakehead Betta 
By Bryson Zheng

T he genus Betta contains 73 scientifically described species, 
not including the various subspecies or species that have yet 
to be classified. While the domestic Betta splendens is the 

most common (and recognizable) species, in focus is the Snakehead 
Betta, or Betta channoides, aptly named for its physical similarities to 
the Channa genus of snakehead. This endangered species hails from 

both clear and blackwater habitats in the tropical island of Borneo, 
Indonesia. While a bit pricey, its small size, adaptability, and beauty 
make it an excellent pick for beginner and master breeders alike.

Originating from a variety of freshwater habitats, this betta isn't 
picky about its water. As a general rule of thumb, most wild bettas 
will do best in softer water. Betta is a fascinating genus in that most 
are adapted explicitly to blackwater swamps and streams with large 
amounts of leaf litter. Still, there are species living in a large vari-
ety of conditions: electric blue limestone pools, coastal marshes, 
clear granite streams devoid of plant matter, blackwater puddles 
mere inches deep, and even the irrigation ditches/canals of palm 
oil monocultures.

B. channoides does not require a large amount of swimming space 
and is relatively peaceful. A 5- to 10-gallon tank is perfect for a 

About the Author

Bryson is from San Francisco, CA, and an undergrad at UC Davis 
majoring in wildlife, fish, and conservation biology. He became 
interested in planted aquariums in 7th grade, after his parents said no 
to pet reptiles. To see more of his work, look up "unso.fish.ticated" on 
Instagram and YouTube.



Betta foerschi is the other species kept in this tank. This is a male.
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breeding pair and their fry. In terms of filtration, a sponge filter is the 
preferred method; canister and hang-on-back filters may suck up 
fry and cause too much water movement. For B. channoides, a pH 
of 7 or lower and temperatures from 70 to 80° F will suffice.

When it comes to wild bettas, most serious keepers prefer to keep 
their stock in bare bottom tanks for ease of maintenance. The 
addition of various "easy" plants such as Java Fern (Microsorum 
pteropus), Bolbitis species, Anubias species, Guppy Grass (Najas 
guadalupensis), Frogbit (Limnobium laevigatum), and Water Lettuce 
(Pistia stratiotes) give fish a sense of security. Plants will absorb 
excess nutrients and provide refuge for fry, juveniles, and adults 
alike. Besides plants, adding wood, coconut shells, and botanicals 
will provide your bettas additional hiding spots.

You'll notice that my tank is covered with plastic wrap. A tight-fitting 
lid is necessary when keeping wild bettas. A lid can be an eyesore, 
but it will keep wild bettas from jumping out. I've had my fair share of 
jumping mishaps, and it's never fun to walk in and discover a crisped 
fish on the floor. Because wild bettas will find a way to jump out of 
even the tiniest of cracks, it's imperative to tape down plastic wrap 
and seal any small openings.

The display pictured is a half-filled, 20-gallon reptile tank. It isn't a 
biotope by any means, as I'm using various plants from all over the 
world and housing two species of bettas that do not occur in the wild 
together. However, this setup allows me to observe my fish exhibiting 
their natural behaviors and little quirks. This tank's wooden stump 
consists of three main pieces held together with cyanoacrylate glue 
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Two young adults foraging for leftover food and microorganisms

In line for lunch
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and cotton balls. Within the wood are many crevices for fish to retreat 
to, whether they are escaping a scuffle, looking for a spot to nap, 
or seeking peace and quiet. I've planted Water Sprite (Ceratopteris 
thalictroides) and Giant Hairgrass (Eleocharis montevidensis) into old 
ADA Aqua Soil in the background to provide breaks in longer lines of 
sight. The foreground consists of Cryptocoryne species and Dwarf 
Sagittarius (Sagittaria subulata) planted into sand. Interspersed 
on the surface are Giant Duckweed (Spirodela polyrhiza), floating 
Crystalwort (Riccia fluitans), and Frogbit (Limnobium laevigatum). 
Dense planting allows me to keep this aquarium on mostly autopi-
lot due to the plants’ ability to absorb excess nutrients. While algae 
are present, I find that they add another layer of detail to the habitat, 
in addition to housing microorganisms perfect for fry to consume.

To stimulate breeding and keep fish healthy, a diet of live foods, such 
as White Worms (Enchytraeus albidus), Blackworms, Grindal Worms 
(Enchytraeus buchholzi), Daphnia spp., mosquito larvae, and even 
Neocaridina shrimp, are ideal. However, a high-quality frozen diet 
will also work. My fish are fed White Worms, Blackworms, frozen 
brine shrimp, frozen mysis shrimp, frozen Daphnia spp., and frozen 
bloodworms. When breeding, Betta species will display one of two 
behaviors, bubble nesting or mouthbrooding. Bubble-nesting males 
will construct a raft of bubbles coated with saliva and tend to the 
eggs until the fry become free-swimming. With mouthbrooding spe-
cies, males simply keep the eggs in their mouth. The male then 
goes into hiding and tumbles the clutch for approximately 2 weeks 
until he decides it's time to spit the fully developed fry out. B. chan-
noides is of the latter group. So while floating plants aren't needed 



In the first step of courtship, this male B. channoides is flaring with a female. They bred a day after this photo was taken.
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A juvenile stays within the safety of Water Sprite 
leaves while anticipating a morsel of food.
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for B. channoides to build bubble nests in, nooks and crannies 
are favored by brooding males to ensure the hatching of a suc-
cessful clutch.

If you want to breed your Snakehead Bettas, I recommend hous-
ing two males and one female in a 10-gallon tank. Male and female 
fish are extremely easy to sex at reproductive maturity. The more 
colorful males possess a pronounced white edge on their fins, 
and females have a mottled brown body. All male Betta species 
won't eat when tending to their fry, so it's essential to give them 
breaks from their fatherly duties. Because constant breeding can 
cause a male to waste away, the presence of two males allows 
the female to alternate between them and permits each male to 
replenish his health before going for another round. Depending 
on the fertility of the breeding pair and the female's size and diet, 
a clutch of eggs can range from 3 to 40. Fry can immediately 
hunt on their own once released from their father's mouth and 
readily take freshly hatched Artemia spp. (brine shrimp). I find 
that the addition of leaf litter can provide ample surface area for 
culturing copepods, nematodes, Paramecium, and other microor-
ganisms, which will provide a passive source of nourishment. As 
the fry grow, they can then be fed Microworms, Grindal Worms, 
Daphnia spp., cut-up Blackworms, and small frozen foods (in 
ascending order). Keep in mind that the fry can be raised along-
side their parents but will fare best in their own tank.

If you aren't interested in breeding, you can also opt to house your 
bettas with some nano fish. In the past, I've kept my B. channoides 
with Chili Rasboras (Boraras brigittae) and Celestial Pearl Danios 
(Danio margaritatus) without issue. With the appropriate tank size, 
you could keep B. channoides with virtually any nano fish, pro-
vided the species isn't too boisterous or aggressive. However, I 
learned the hard way that all Neocaridina shrimp will be eaten 
within the first week. My pair of mini snakeheads were hunting 
for the bright red morsels within hours of being introduced. You 
may be able to get away with Amano Shrimp, but Neocaridina 
and Caridina shrimp are fair game.

I would not recommend keeping the relatively timid B. channoides 
with any fish larger than them. They may not be able to muster 
the courage to compete for a spot during feeding time, or they 
may stay in hiding. As long as there aren't any large or aggres-
sive fish, a pair of B. channoides would be a striking centerpiece 
alongside a school of nano fish.

Bettas are endemic to Southeast Asia. Many species are threat-
ened by deforestation, whether it be due to illegal logging, 
clearing of land for agriculture, or burning of forests for palm oil 
plantations. According to the IUCN red list website, 57.7 percent 
of Betta species are vulnerable, endangered, or critically endan-
gered. Thankfully, wild betta enthusiasts are not few and far 
between. Though conservation of captive individuals is differ-
ent from conservation of habitats, hobbyist conservationists play 
a huge role in allowing us to appreciate the beauty of these fish. 
Regardless if you are serious about keeping wild Betta species 
or just looking to try an interesting fish out, you betta believe 
B. channoides is an excellent choice. I hope this article reveals 
the subtle beauty of these fish and encourages prospective wild 
betta enthusiasts. AH
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Tannin-tinted river in Belize

One of the shorelines that served as inspiration for this aquascape

The 12-gallon aquarium 
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 RIVER'S 
 EDGE

By Alexander Franqui

A s aquascapers, we all come to a point when it's time for some-
thing new, the time to tear down an established aquascape 
and start fresh with an entirely new layout. At times, it can 

be challenging to begin dismantling the layout, getting the creative 
juices flowing, and deciding on a unique design. However, there 
are many ways to find inspiration, and in the case of this 12-gallon 
aquascape, all it took was a week-long stay in the dense jungles of 
Belize. During our visit, I explored many nearby tannin-tinted rivers 
and streams.

Practically everywhere I looked, there were wild plant species most 
people keep in their homes. Giant Philodendron and Monstera spe-
cies climbed up all the surrounding trees, Tillandsia and orchid 
species covered the overhanging branches that draped into the 
water, and a plethora of palms, Begonia species, ferns, and mosses 
covered the rocks and ground below. This short stay was needed 
to get the ideas flowing and begin the process of building the Belize 
river's-edge-inspired aquascape.

The first step was planning how to achieve this environment's look 
and feel using the long and narrow Mr. Aqua 12-gallon aquarium. 
After some time sketching out ideas, taking some measurements of 
the space available, and deciding what materials I needed, I set the 
plan in motion. This tank's dimensions complemented the River's 
Edge theme perfectly. The tank's length helps capture the essence 
and flow of a stream or river. The shallow height is just low enough 
for the emersed plants to breach the water's surface. The narrow 
tank width also leaves plenty of room behind the tank for the last 
step that pulls the tank together, which I will elaborate on below.

Once the tank, lighting, and custom-made light stand were all set up 
and positioned correctly in their new locations, it was time to begin 
assembly. First came a thin layer of substrate, a mix of CaribSea's 
Sunset Gold sand and fine- and medium-sized natural aquarium 
gravel; this mimicked what is usually found on a river's edge. Typically, 
there is never just one size of stone or sand found in nature; to reflect 
this, it's important to add a large variety of shapes and sizes to the 

About the Author

Alexander is a graphic designer from Rhode Island who started keeping 
fish 13 years ago and became interested in aquascaping around 6 
years ago. You can see more of his work on YouTube (Aquascape AF) 
and Instagram (Aquascape_AF).
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A variety of gravel and rock sizes were used for this scape.

The completed hardscape

The botanicals were placed before the water was added.
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substrate and hardscape. I spread approximately ¾ of this mix across 
the entire bottom of the tank. To create a small slope and add depth, 
I added roughly a half-inch in the front and an inch or so at the rear. 
The small amount of substrate mix remaining was used to integrate 
into the hardscape for a more natural presentation. Looking back to 
nature, water currents typically cause substrate, small stones, and 
other miscellaneous botanicals that fall into the water to collect in 
nooks and crannies along the edge of an existing river system; there 
was no reason why it should not be replicated here.

The hardscape is primarily comprised of Malaysian wood, even 
though it is not endemic to Central America. It has a look similar 
to the weathered wood you would find along the edge of a river or 
small stream and is perfect for this inspired display. The aquascape 
was assembled in a way that mimicked the edge of a riverbank, 
focusing on how the water flow would accumulate and lodge piles 
of broken logs or branches into the bank. Beyond natural aesthetics, 
these woodpiles also function as retaining walls to build up pock-
ets of plant substrate to house the emersed plants. To fill the large 
gaps between the wood and help hold the pieces in place, small 
smooth river rocks were tucked into the spaces and topped off with 
the remaining substrate mix. A tip for filling small gaps is to push fine 
filter floss into the backside of spaces between the hardscape. This 
way, you cannot see the unsightly material, but it plugs the gaps that 
pricey plant substrates would normally escape through. The last step 
is to slowly pour in the nutrient-rich plant substrate into the newly 
formed pockets behind the hardscape before planting.

Arguably, this aquascape's most essential component is the botan-
icals, which consist of leaves, palm branches, small twigs, and 
seeds/pods, the material you would typically find falling into a water-
way from the trees and foliage above. Botanicals create an extremely 
natural aesthetic and release an abundance of beneficial elements 
(like tannic acid) into the water column that support fish health. They 
also provide a home and food source for microfauna that will inhabit 
and reproduce in this decaying organic material over time. As a bonus, 
these microorganisms are an excellent food source for the small fish 
that will call this tank home!

There isn't a right or wrong way to place botanicals in the tank, as 
they will likely get moved around by the water current over time. Still, 
the idea is to add them in a manner that seems natural, again look-
ing back to how water flow would naturally place them. The only 
thing required for preparation is a soak or boil to release any harmful 
pathogens that might otherwise be initially released into the water 
column. Each type of botanical typically requires different prepara-
tion, so do some research before adding.

Next is the final but extremely crucial step: fill the tank with water 
and start planting! First, the emersed plants are added to the spaces 
filled with plant substrate. This includes a combination of aquarium, 
pond, and tropical plants commonly used in the aquarium, paludar-
ium, and riparium communities. The emersed and aquatic plants will 
eventually fill in the midground and spread across the tank.

The next group of plants is where the space behind the tank comes 
into play. To give the illusion of large plants growing in the tank, 
potted plants were placed behind the tank using the area initially set 
aside. The tall hardscape and emersed growth conceal the pots and 



This is what the aquarium looked like after filling, before the plants were added.

The plants have been added to the scape and behind the aquarium.
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give the illusion that they are actually in the tank or growing in the 
"riverbank." This allows the addition of those amazing Philodendron 
and other aroid species seen in Belize that are not very water toler-
ant but almost always present nearby.

After a few weeks of frequent water changes and letting the tank 
cycle, the botanicals began to break down, allowing ample time 
for microfauna to become established and further the process of 
decomposition. Over a short time following the cycle, a variety of 
fish and inverts were slowly added. They were specifically chosen 
to complement the inspired environment, turning the aquascape 
into the edge of a bustling river full of life, movement, and color. The 
fish love the comfort of the overhanging plants and are incredibly 
active, more curious than usual, and continuously foraging through 
the botanicals for food. The shrimp and snails help maintain the 
aquascape by regularly looking for excess food and grazing on algae 
and biofilm that form on the botanicals. The inhabitants essentially 
take care of themselves as it's done in nature. With very minimal 
maintenance required, it's hard to beat this biotope-inspired style. 
Last, but not least, it's always important to sit back and enjoy the 
wonderful little slice of the tropics brought home to be admired 
every day!
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Another angle of the back edge of the aquarium

Blue White Clouds enjoying the new scape

The back edge of the aquarium with plants behind it
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Aquarium
Tank: Mr. Aqua 12-gallon bookshelf tank
Dimensions: 35.4″× 8.3″ × 9.4″
Glass: Starphire
Volume: 12 gallons
Cabinet: antique dresser

Aquascape
Style: a fresh mix of botanical, river, and riparium 
styles
Substrate: CaribSea Sunset Gold, Peace River, Rio 
Grande, UNS Controsoil
Stone: river stone
Wood: Malaysian
Other: Magnolia leaves, Catappa leaves, live oak 
leaves, banana stem pieces, Fishtail Palm stem, alder 
cones, palm bracts

Equipment
Lighting: 36″ Finnex Planted+ 24/7 CC LED, 10-hour 
photoperiod
Filter: Hydor Professional 250 canister
Filter Media: Hydor pads, Seachem Matrix
Heating: 50-watt Aquatop

Maintenance
Water Changes: 50 percent biweekly
Feeding: NLS Optimum Flakes, Cobalt Tropical Flakes, 
Blackworm flakes, freeze-dried brine shrimp

Plants
 ‒ Philodendron sp. 'Lickety Split'
 ‒ Philodendron sp. 'Lemon Lime'
 ‒ Philodendron sp. 'Prince of Orange'
 ‒ Manjula Pothos
 ‒ Dracaena marginata
 ‒ Anthurium andraeanum
 ‒ Cyperus papyrus 'Dwarf Form'
 ‒ Chamaedorea elegans
 ‒ Pilea mollis
 ‒ Echinodorus grandiflorus
 ‒ Ceratopteris thalictroides
 ‒ Hydrocotyle leucocephala
 ‒ Hygrophila angustifolia
 ‒ Hygrophila sp.
 ‒ Rotala rotundifolia
 ‒ Ludwigia repens
 ‒ Alternanthera reineckii

Fish
 ‒ Blue White Cloud (Tanichthys micagemmae)
 ‒ Moon Spot Licorice Gourami (Parosphromenus linkei)
 ‒ Cobalt Blue Dwarf Goby (Stiphodon semoni)

Invertebrates
 ‒ Cherry Shrimp (Neocaridina davidi) AH






